Company Name:

A1 Builders

Primary Trade:

Building Contractors

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Jim Meikleham

Full Address:

97 Mungalhead Road

01324 410571

Falkirk
Stirlingshire
Postcode:

FK2 7JH

Contact Telephone:

Contact Email:

thistlea1@sky.com

Contact Fax:

Company Website:
Company Number:

Contact Mobile:

Comments:
Location map:

Services Provided:
Building Contractors
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Disability Adaptations
Drains / Drainage Services
Driveways/Paving - Cleaning/Sealing
Kitchens - Design/Installation
Plasterers
Plumbers / Plumbing
Property Maintenance & Repair Services
Tiling Services
Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

17

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
05-Apr-2018

Jim was excellent on doing my disability adaptations. I
had a garage converted into a wet room. He gave good
advice. There was a small issue with his Electrician but
I discussed this With Jim and he corrected things. work
carried out to a high standard. I would happily use Jim
again. he worked well on a difficult sight. He was very
thoughtful.

10-Mar-2018

I struggled to get the part to fix my toilet cistern as it
had been adapted for disability needs. this company
were recommended and they didn't disappoint. I
received the part quickly and it got fixed straight away.
thanks very much highly recommended. thanks again.

06-Nov-2017

Mr Meikleham was very thorough in talking through the
work required at the first meeting before giving an
estimate for the work. He was also very helpful when
some problems with the existing drainage were
encountered and in offering various solutions. The work
was completed within the time frame estimated and Mr
Meikleham was very well organised with all the
sub-contractors turning up on schedule. I was very
happy with the way the whole project was handled and
with the finished product.

25-Oct-2017
07-Jul-2017

Level of service received was first class,clean and tidy
workers, would have absolutely no hesitation in
recommending this company as there professionalism
and work is to a very high standard.

07-Apr-2017

The work carried out by A1 builders is exactly what we
got A1 service and fantastic quality of finish. We would
recommend anyone who needs work doing to contact
Jim and his team.
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27-Mar-2017

Great level of service, wet room fitted at convient time
to suit and in timescale.

25-Jan-2017

Excellent work carried out. Very professional and
friendly staff.

14-Nov-2016

First class .good time scale from beginning to end
which for us was 5weeks,ongoing updates with every
stage of job,quality finishes in large wet room with
disabled facilities..mono block pathway for garden
access and area around extension landscaped .Very
obliging team of workers would certainly recommend
..also jim worked hand in hand with architect and
building control so good project management
..fantastic extension ...

07-Oct-2016

From start to finish the quality of work from the team
of workers was excellent..it's a transformation the
workmanship was top notch alot of awkward bits and
bobs which they done an amazing job of them!! The
bathroom is now looking amazing and it's great to have
the adaption for my disabled husband!! Now tried and
tested I would recommend them 100% to anyone to
get the job done at a very high standard of work!!
Thanks Guys!!

26-Aug-2016

We have used A1 builders in the past to fix a
neighbour's wall through our car insurance. The level of
professionalism we experienced made us sure that we
wanted to used Jim and his team for our house
extension this summer. It was quite an awkward design
but Jim made sure that everything worked, even
allowing us to make changes as we went along. His
attention to detail and meticulous nature meant we
could trust that everything was completed to the
highest standard. We are so pleased that our house is
now finished and wouldn't hesitate to use Jim and his
team again in the future for anything as they do almost
everything!

21-Jul-2016

Mr Meikleham consulted on a job which another
contractor had completed to an unsatisfactory level. He
gave free, unbiased, clear, honest advice and cost
estimates as well as solutions to the rather messy and
complicated nature of the problem. I would have
absolutely no hesitation in employing Mr Meikleham.
He replied to my phone message almost immediately.
Met his appointment time promptly and was extremely
forthcoming and helpful. What a luxury to find such an
honest builder.

22-Apr-2016

Jim, Paul and Ryan provided services to convert our
bathroom into a wet room, and throughout, provided a
top class service with quality workmanship. We were
delighted with the service from start to finish, and
everything from initial preparation and final cleanup
was undertaken with thorough professionalism. Would
definitely recommend them, and will use them again if
the need arises.

15-Mar-2016

Excellent service for disability adaptation for
showerroom
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09-Mar-2016

We would like to thank Jim and his team for the work
they did converting our bathroom into a wet room.
They started on Monday and as promised finished on
time.They were helpful and accommodating, leaving
the toilet always available. Thank you again, I would
have no qualms recommending A1 Builders, hassle free
and tidy. Their name says it all. Thanks again Jim.

19-Feb-2016

A1 Builders have done a brilliant job installing my
elderly mum's wet room, also replacing the ceiling and
putting in new lighting. The room is looking beautiful,
almost too nice to use! Jim arrived when planned and
finished the job with his team in the timescale he had
given, and all the mess was cleared up before they left.
I would definitely go back to A1 Builders for further
building work and I have no hesitation in
recommending them, including to people who are
vulnerable due to age or disability.

05-Feb-2016

Our roof lost 4 apex tiles during Storm Henry. I called
Jim the next day and he carried out a survey and
quoted for the work (very reasonable) the same day.
Next morning the work was carried out even although
there was no one in the house to make payment. This
is the second time that I've called on A1 Builders and I
wouldn't hesitate to call them again or recommend
their work. Fast, quality work at a fair price !
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